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ABSTRACT
◥

Glioma is one of themost common primarymalignant tumors of
the central nervous system accounting for approximately 40% of all
intracranial tumors. Temozolomide is a conventional chemother-
apy drug for adjuvant treatment of patients with high-risk gliomas,
including grade II to grade IV. Our bioinformatic analysis of The
Cancer Genome Atlas and Chinese Glioma Genome Atlas data-
sets and immunoblotting assay show that SLC12A2 gene and its
encoded Naþ-Kþ-2Cl� cotransporter isoform 1 (NKCC1) pro-
tein are abundantly expressed in grade II–IV gliomas. NKCC1
regulates cell volume and intracellular Cl� concentration, which
promotes glioma cell migration, resistance to temozolomide, and
tumor-related epilepsy in experimental glioma models. Using
mouse syngeneic glioma models with intracranial transplantation
of two different glioma cell lines (GL26 and SB28), we show that

NKCC1 protein in glioma tumor cells as well as in tumor-
associated reactive astrocytes was significantly upregulated in
response to temozolomide monotherapy. Combination therapy
of temozolomide with the potent NKCC1 inhibitor bumetanide
reduced tumor proliferation, potentiated the cytotoxic effects of
temozolomide, decreased tumor-associated reactive astrogliosis,
and restored astrocytic GLT-1 and GLAST glutamate transporter
expression. The combinatorial therapy also led to suppressed
tumor growth and prolonged survival of mice bearing
GL26 glioma cells. Taken together, these results demonstrate
that NKCC1 protein plays multifaceted roles in the pathogenesis
of glioma tumors and presents as a therapeutic target for reduc-
ing temozolomide-mediated resistance and tumor-associated
astrogliosis.

Introduction
The World Health Organization (WHO)-classified low-grade gli-

omas (LGG) consist of grade I and grade II tumors, while high-grade
gliomas (HGG) consist of grade III and grade IV tumors (1). Grade I
gliomas, primarily occurring in children, lack classical histopathologic

features of tumors, such as atypia, anaplasia, mitotic activity, micro-
vascular proliferation, and necrosis (2, 3) and are frequently curable
with complete surgical resection (2). Grade II gliomas, such as
astrocytoma and oligodendroglioma (4), are diffuse and their
infiltrative intracerebral lesions are rarely curable (5). Grade II
gliomas are more epileptogenic than HGGs (6) and almost all of
the grade II lesions progress to HGGs eventually (2, 7, 8). Among all
grades of gliomas, grade II gliomas have an indolent course with
longer term survival (�7 years), compared with grade III gliomas
(with median survival around 3 years; ref. 9). Grade IV glioblastoma
(GBM) is the most aggressive primary brain tumor with life
expectancy of barely 12–15 months from detection, despite of the
aggressive standard therapeutic regimens (10, 11).

Naþ-Kþ-2Cl� cotransporter isoform 1 (NKCC1) belongs to the
SLC12A family of cation-chloride cotransporters, which plays a vital
role in regulation of cell volume and intracellular Cl� concentra-
tion (12). Recent studies show the association of NKCC1 protein
with gliomas, especially relating to GBM cell migration and
invasion (10, 12–15). NKCC1 protein localizes to the leading edge of
glioma cells and pharmacologic inhibition or genetic knockdown of
NKCC1 inhibits glioma cell volume increase and reduces glioma cell
migration in experimental models (13). NKCC1 protein in patient-
derived human primary glioma cells is responsible for active intra-
cellular chloride (Cl�i) accumulation and functions as the primary
mechanism for regulatory volume increase in response to osmotic cell
shrinkage (16) or in counteracting apoptotic volume decrease (AVD)
mediated by temozolomide-induced apoptosis in vitro (16). NKCC1
also modulates migration of cultured human primary GBM cells
through the regulation of focal adhesion dynamics and cell contrac-
tility (12) or through interacting with ezrin-radixin-moesin (ERM)
cytoskeleton proteins (15). Furthermore, analysis of The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) dataset reveals that patients with GBM with
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high SLC12A2 mRNA expression had a significantly shorter overall
survival (14). These findings strongly indicate that NKCC1 protein
likely uses the above signaling mechanisms to regulate glioma migra-
tion/invasion and progression. However, impact of blockade of
NKCC1 protein function in combination of temozolomide therapy
on inhibiting glioma progression has not been examined in animal
models of gliomas.

In this study, in two intracranial mouse syngeneic glioma
models, temozolomide monotherapy significantly upregulated
NKCC1 protein expression in glioma tumor cells as well as in
tumor-associated reactive astrocytes. Combination therapy of
temozolomide with the potent NKCC1 inhibitor, bumetanide,
reduced tumor proliferation, potentiated the cytotoxic effects of
temozolomide, decreased tumor-associated reactive astrogliosis,
and restored astrocytic GLT-1 and GLAST glutamate transporters
expression. The combinatorial therapy also led to suppressed
tumor growth and prolonged survival of mice bearing
GL26 glioma cells. Our results demonstrate that NKCC1 protein
plays multifaceted roles in the pathogenesis of glioma and presents
a therapeutic target for reducing tumor-associated reactive astro-
gliosis and temozolomide resistance.

Materials and Methods
Materials

Bumetanide (catalog no. B3023) and temozolomide (catalog no.
T2577) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. DMEM (DMEM/
HEPES, catalog no. 12430-054) and penicillin/streptavidin (catalog
no. 15240062) were fromGibco. FBS and G418 disulfate solution were
obtained from Invitrogen. Antibodies used in this work are described
in Supplementary Materials and Methods.

Bioinformatic data collection and analysis
Whole-genome mRNA-sequencing data were downloaded from

Chinese Glioma Genome Atlas (CGGA) database (http://www.cgga.
org.cn), which is generated by Illumina HiSeq platform and approved
by Capital Medical University Institutional Review Board (Beijing,
China), and from TCGA database (https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/).
Transcriptome sequencing data of 325 glioma samples were down-
loaded from CGGA and mRNA-sequencing data of 698 gliomas,
ranging from WHO grade II to grade IV, were downloaded from
public TCGAdatabase. RNA-sequencing data ofCGGA (FPKMvalue)
and TCGA (FPKM value) were log transformed before analysis. For
the expression analysis, cases were classified into different groups
according to WHO grade classification and histologic type (17).

Cell cultures and authentication
Immunogenic mouse glioma GL26 and glioma GL26-mCitrine

(GL26-cit) cells and nonimmunogenic mouse SB28-GFP glioma cells
were used as described previously (8). Cells were cultured as described
previously (18). All cell lines were authenticated by short tandem
repeat DNA Fingerprinting (by IDEXX BioResearch) in the past
6 months. In addition, PCR analysis was performed to confirm the
absence of Mycoplasma infection in all cell cultures.

Human glioma tissue samples
Paraformaldehyde (PFA) fixed tissues and nonfixed fresh tissues

from surgically removed central nervous system (CNS) tumors were
collected at the Department of Pathology, University of Pittsburgh
Medical Center, following approval by the institutional review boards.
All tumors were classified according to WHO diagnostic criteria.

Immunoblotting
Immunoblotting of pNKCC1 and tNKCC1 in cell cultures, mouse,

and human glioma tissues was performed as described in Supplemen-
tary Materials and Methods.

NKCC1-mediated rubidium uptake assay
Glioma cells seeded in 24-well plates (80% confluent) were treated

with vehicle (DMSO in PBS), temozolomide (100 mmol/L), bumeta-
nide (10 mmol/L), or temozolomide þ bumetanide (T þ B) in the
culture medium for 48 hours. To measure rubidium (Rbþ) uptake in
glioma cells, the culture medium was removed and cells were rinsed
with an isotonic washing buffer (310 mOsm, containing 134 mmol/L
NaCl, 2 mmol/L CaCl2, 0.8 mmol/L NaH2PO4, 5 mmol/L glucose, 25
mmol/L HEPES, and 1.66 mmol/L MgSO4). Cells were exposed to the
isotonic buffer containing 5.36mmol/L Rbþ in the absence or presence
of bumetanide (10 mmol/L) for 15 minutes at 37�C. To measure Rbþ

influx in glioma cells in response to hypertonic stress, cells were
exposed to the hypertonic solution (400 mOsm adjusted with 7.7
mmol/L sucrose and 5.36 mmol/L Rbþ) for 15 min at 37�C. To
terminate Rbþ influx, cells werewashedwith the isotonic or hypertonic
washing solutions (Rbþ free) and lysed with 0.15% SDS (200 mL/well)
to release intracellular Rbþ. The intracellular Rbþ concentration in cell
lysates was measured using an automated atomic absorption spectro-
photometer (Ion Channel Reader, ICR-8000, Aurora Biomed). Total
protein of cell lysates was measured by BCA assay. NKCC1-mediated
Rbþ influx was determined by subtracting Rbþ influx value in the
presence of bumetanide from one in the absence of bumetanide during
the 15-minute assay. Rbþ influx rate was calculated and presented as
mg Rbþ/mg protein/minute.

Mouse syngeneic glioma models
All animal experiments were approved by the University of Pitts-

burgh Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and performed
in accordance with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals.

Implantation of glioma cells in C57BL/6 mice (female, 6–8 weeks
old) was described previously (19). Intracranial allografts of GL26-cit
mouse glioma cells represent a well-established syngeneic glioma
model (19, 20). SB28-GFP is a newly developed mouse cell line, which
does not express detectable CD40, and represents a weakly immuno-
genic glioma model (18, 19).

Animal survival test
Drug treatment regimen for animal survival test was performed as

described in Supplementary Materials and Methods. Tumor-bearing
mice were monitored daily for signs of pain, discomfort, or neurologic
impairment. Signs of chronic pain, such as hunched posture, weight
loss, and absence of grooming behavior, and of neurologic
impairment, like seizures, weakness, difficulty in walking, an inability
to right themselves, circling behavior, and unusual aggressiveness or
timidity were used to infer tumor development. A loss of 20% body
weight, severe neurologic impairment, or major loss in body scoring
index (<2.0 on a 5-point scale) were used as the animal humane end
point. All other surviving mice were sacrificed at 90 days after glioma
cell injection.

Evaluation of xenograft glioma tumor tissues
At the end of the drug treatments, mice were anesthetized with 3%

isoflurane in 70% N2O and 30% O2 and exhibited no toe and tail
reflexes. Mice were perfused with 0.9% saline solution followed by 4%
PFA in PBS (pH 7.4). Mouse brains were harvested and stored in 4%
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PFA at 4�C overnight, then stored in 30% sucrose for at least 2 days.
Evaluation of tumor volume and invasion is described in Supplemen-
tary Materials and Methods.

Immunofluorescence staining
Human glioma brain tissue sections (10mm) andmouse brain tissue

sections (25 mm) were mounted on microscope slides. Immunofluo-
rescence staining for NKCC1, GFAP, GLT-1, and GLAST were
performed as described in Supplementary Materials and Materials.
The image analysis is further described in Supplementary Materials
and Methods.

Morphologic analysis of tumor-associated reactive astrocytes
The detailed description of morphologic analysis of reactive astro-

cytes (process length, process number, and cell volume) is shown in
Supplementary Materials and Methods.

Statistical analysis
The results were expressed as the mean � SEM. Statistical signif-

icance was determined using one-way or two-way ANOVA for
multiple comparisons by GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad Software,
Inc). Mouse survival was evaluated using Kaplan–Meier analysis
and compared with a two-sided log-rank test. Data are significant
when �, P < 0.05; ��, P < 0.01; ���, P < 0.001; and ����, P < 0.0001.
N values represent the number of independent experiments.

Results
SLC12A2 mRNA and NKCC1 protein expression in gliomas

Analysis of the mRNA-sequencing data of both CGGA and TCGA
datasets revealed that SLC12A2 mRNA expression was relatively
higher in WHO grade II gliomas than in grade IV gliomas (P <
0.05; Fig. 1A). According to the histologic types of glioma, the high
level of SLC12A2 mRNA expression was more abundant in oligoden-
droglioma in TCGA datasets (P < 0.001; Fig. 1B). Expression of
NKCC1 protein in human gliomas was further demonstrated with
immunofluorescence staining (eight PFA-fixed glioma tissues) and
immunoblotting (sic nonfixed tissues) ranging from grade II to grade
IV, respectively. Immunofluorescence staining illustrated that grade II
gliomas exhibited relatively higher level of NKCC1 protein expression
than grade III/IV (P < 0.05; Fig. 1C). However, abundant NKCC1
protein expression was detected in grade II–III/IV gliomas with the
immunoblotting assay (Fig. 1D). Collectively, these findings indicate
that NKCC1 protein is abundantly expressed in all grades of glioma
tumors and may play an important role in glioma progression.

Temozolomide stimulates NKCC1 protein expression and
NKCC1-mediated Rbþ influx in cultured mouse glioma cells

Figure 2A illustrates cell treatment protocol with subsequent
immunoblotting or Rbþ influx assays. Comparing with the vehicle
controls, incubation of GL26 glioma cells with temozolomide for
48 hours triggered increase of phosphorylated NKCC1 (pNKCC1)
protein expression by approximately 10.9% (P > 0.05) and total
NKCC1 protein (tNKCC1) by approximately 31.5% (P <
0.001; Fig. 2C). Interestingly, temozolomide plus NKCC1 inhibitor
bumetanide treatment blocked the temozolomide-induced tNKCC1
(P < 0.0001) or pNKCC1 upregulation (P < 0.05; Fig. 2C). Similar
findings were detected in SB28-GFP cells (Fig. 2B). The full-length
blots of pNKCC1 and tNKCC1 inGL26 and SB28-GFP glioma cells are
shown in Supplementary Fig. S1A and S1B. In assessing NKCC1
activity in glioma cells via measuring Rbþ influx, we found that

temozolomide treatment of GL26 cultures for 48 hours significantly
stimulated NKCC1-mediated Rbþ uptake (bumetanide-sensitive Rbþ

influx) under isotonic conditions (� 67.8%;P< 0.0001; Fig. 2D andE),
which was not further activated by hypertonic osmotic stress (Fig. 2E).
These findings suggest that temozolomide-induced upregulation and
activation of NKCC1 protein is likely via the same mechanism as
osmotic shrinkage. GL26 cultures treated with TþB displayed reduced
NKCC1-mediated Rbþ uptake by approximately 34.9% in isotonic
conditions (P < 0.0001) and by approximately 19.8% in hypertonic
conditions (P < 0.05; Fig. 2E). SB28-GFP cells exhibited similar
changes in Rbþ uptake under above conditions (Fig. 2F). These
findings clearly demonstrate that temozolomide exposure not only
triggers stimulation of NKCC1 protein expression and phosphoryla-
tion, but also leads to increase of NKCC1-mediated ionic flux activity.
These changes may affect glioma progression in vivo.

Temozolomide stimulatesNKCC1protein upregulation inmouse
glioma tissues

We further investigated changes of NKCC1 protein expression and
its association with glioma pathogenesis in the two mouse syngeneic
glioma models. C57BL/6J mice transplanted with GL26-cit or SB28-
GFP cells randomly received vehicle control (DMSO), temozolomide,
bumetanide, or Tþ B regimens for 5 consecutive days (Fig. 3A). Low
tNKCC1 protein expression was detected in GL26-cit tumors in the
vehicle-treated control mice (arrowhead, Fig. 3B). Mice treated with
temozolomide displayed increased tNKCC1 protein by approximately
78.4% (P < 0.0001), about 62.7% of the tNKCC1 protein immunore-
active signals were colocalized with GL26-cit fluorescence (P <
0.0001; Fig. 3B), implying an upregulation of NKCC1 protein in
glioma tumor cells. In contrast, bumetanide monotherapy did not
significantly affect tNKCC1 protein expression in GL26-cit tumors
(Fig. 3B). Consistent with our in vitro study findings, no upregulation
of tNKCC1 protein was detected in mice treated with the TþB
combination regimen (Fig. 3B). Mice bearing SB28-GFP tumors
exhibited similar patterns of tNKCC1 protein expression under the
four treatment regimens (Fig. 3C). To strengthen our conclusion, we
also performed immunoblotting analysis for changes of NKCC1
protein expression in the GL26-cit mouse glioma tissues under
different treatment regimens (vehicle, temozolomide, bumetanide, or
TþB; Supplementary Fig. S2). Low tNKCC1 protein expression was
detected in GL26-cit tumors in the vehicle-treated control mice. Mice
treated with temozolomide displayed increased tNKCC1 protein by
approximately 185% (P < 0.001; Supplementary Fig. S2). Bumetanide
monotherapy did not affect tNKCC1 protein expression in the GL26-
cit tumors (Supplementary Fig. S2). Consistent with immunofluores-
cence study, no upregulation of tNKCC1 protein was detected in mice
treated with the TþB combination therapy (Supplementary Fig. S2).
We also detected temozolomide-induced upregulation of tNKCC1
protein in nontumor cells (GL26-cit�; arrow,Fig. 3B andC), and these
were tumor-associated astrocytes, and to be discussed later (Fig. 5). In
short, our data clearly show that GL26-cit or SB28-GFP glioma tumor
cells elevate NKCC1 protein expression in response to temozolomide
treatment, and combining pharmacologic inhibition of NKCC1 pro-
tein with temozolomide therapy prevented such changes.

Combining temozolomide therapy with NKCC1 blockade
reduces glioma proliferation and increases apoptosis in mouse
glioma allografts

We further evaluated whether the combination therapy sensitizes
tumors to temozolomide-mediated cytotoxicity. The order of tumor
volume of GL26-cit or SB28-GFP with four treatment regimens was as
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following: vehicle control or bumetanide > temozolomide > TþB.
Compared with the vehicle control, combining temozolomide treat-
ment with bumetanide significantly decreased both GL26-cit (P <
0.01; Fig. 4A) and SB28-GFP glioma growth (P < 0.001; Supplemen-
tary Fig. S3A). We then evaluated changes of tumor invasion by
measuring the maximal invasion distance (starting from the tumor
center) and the invasive front area. Temozolomide or bumetanide
monotherapy did not reduce tumor invasion distance nor area in the
GL26-cit tumors, compared with the vehicle control (Fig. 4B). How-

ever, the TþB combination therapy reduced the tumor invasion
distance by approximately 49 % and area by approximately 28 %,
respectively (P < 0.0001; Fig. 4B). The same results were detected in
SB28-GFP tumor–bearing mice (supplementary Fig. 4B). We antic-
ipate that changes of tumor proliferation and apoptosis are involved in
the tumor volume reduction. The immunoreactive intensity of Ki67, a
marker for activated cell cycle (21), was high in the GL26-cit tumor
cells in the vehicle-treated control mice (Fig. 4C). Bumetanide or
temozolomide monotherapy did not change the number of Ki67þ

Figure 1.

SLC12A2mRNA and NKCC1 protein expression in gliomas. A, SLC12A2mRNA expression in different WHO grade gliomas from CGGA (n¼ 325) and TCGA (n¼ 698)
datasets, respectively. Data are means� SD. � , P < 0.05; ��� , P < 0.001. B, SLC12A2mRNA expression according to histologic type. Data are mean� SD. CGGA (n¼
179) and TCGA (n ¼ 467). ��� , P < 0.001. C, NKCC1 protein expression in different WHO grade (II–IV) glioma tissues was determined by immunostaining. Data are
means� SEM (n¼ 3-5); � , P <0.05.D,NKCC1 protein expression in differentWHOgrade (II–IV) glioma tissueswas determined by immunoblotting. Data aremeans�
SEM (n ¼ 2–3).
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Figure 2.

Temozolomide (TMZ) stimulates NKCC1 protein expression and activity in cultured glioma cells. A, Experimental protocol of immunoblotting and Rbþ influx assays.
B, SB28-GFP cells were exposed to temozolomide (100 mmol/L), bumetanide (BMT, 10 mmol/L), or TþB combined for 48 hours and cell lysates were harvested
for immunoblotting. Total NKCC1 protein (tNKCC1) or phosphorylated NKCC1 (pThr206) were probed. Data are means � SEM (n ¼ 4); � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01;
���� , P < 0.0001. C, GL26 cells were exposed to temozolomide, bumetanide, or TþB combined as in B. Data are means � SEM (n ¼ 5); � , P < 0.05; ��� , P < 0.001;
���� , P < 0.0001.D, Schematic model of NKCC1 function in tumor cells in response to isotonic and hypertonic solutions. E,GL26 cells were exposed to temozolomide,
bumetanide, or TþB combined for 48 hours. Rbþ influx into cells under either isotonic (15 minutes, 310 mOsm) or hypertonic (15 minutes, 400 mOsm) solutions
was determined using ICR 8000. Either total or NKCC1-mediated Rbþ influx (as bumetanide-sensitive Rbþ influx) was displayed. Data are means � SEM (n ¼ 3);
� , P < 0.05; ��� , P < 0.001; ���� , P < 0.0001. F, SB28-GFP cells were exposed to temozolomide, bumetanide, or TþB combined as in E. Data are means� SEM (n¼ 3;
� , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001; ���� , P < 0.0001). Veh, vehicle.
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tumor cells, compared with the vehicle control group. However, the
TþB combination regimen in GL26-cit mice significantly reduced
Ki67þ tumor cells (P < 0.0001; Fig. 4C). An identical pattern of the
changes in Ki67þ cells was detected in the SB28-GFP glioma tumors
(Supplementary Fig. S3C). For tumor apoptosis, temozolomide and

bumetanide treatment alone did not change the number of cleaved
caspase-3þ cells (Fig. 4D; Supplementary Fig. S3D). In contrast,
combining temozolomide with bumetanide significantly enhanced
caspase-3 cleavage activation in GL26-cit and SB28-GFP glioma
tumors (P < 0.001; Fig. 4D; Supplementary Fig. S3D). These results

Figure 3.

Temozolomide (TMZ) stimulates NKCC1 expression in glioma tissues. A, Experimental protocol and data collection. GL26-cit cells (40,000) or SB28-GFP cells
(50,000) were injected in the right striatum of C57BL6/J mice. Starting 2 d.p.i., mice received intraperitoneal injections (i.p.) of either vehicle PBS-DMSO,
temozolomide (2.5 mg/kg/day), bumetanide (BMT, 5 mg/kg/twice a day), or TþB combination (2.5 mg/kg/day, 5 mg/kg/twice a day) for 5 consecutive days. Mice
were sacrificed at 7 d.p.i. and fixed brain sections (25 mm) were used for immunofluorescence staining (IF). B, Representative immunostaining images of tNKCC1
protein expression in GL26-Cit tumors. Data are means� SEM (n¼ 8); ���� , P < 0.0001. C, Representative immunostaining images of tNKCC1 protein expression in
SB28-GFP tumors. Data are means � SEM (n ¼ 5; � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01; ���� , P < 0.0001). VEH, vehicle.
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clearly demonstrate that the combination therapy with NKCC1 inhib-
itor bumetanide accelerates temozolomide-induced apoptosis and
inhibits tumor growth in mouse intracranial syngeneic models of
glioma.

NKCC1 blockade in combination with temozolomide reduces
tumor-associated astrogliosis

We further analyzed NKCC1 protein upregulation in tumor-
associated reactive astrocytes. We first detected high colocalization

Figure 4.

Combining temozolomide (TMZ) therapy with pharmacologic inhibition of NKCC1 enhances apoptosis and reduces GL26-cit glioma growth. A, GL26-cit tumor
growth in the same cohort of mice described in Fig. 3. Data are means � SEM (n ¼ 5–8) in A (a), � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01. B, Tumor invasion. The maximal invasion
distance (b1) and invasive area (b2) were determined. Data aremeans� SEM (n¼ 5–7); ��� , P <0.001; ����, P <0.0001.C, Total Ki67þ cell counts or Ki67þ/GL26-citþ

(c) were analyzed. Data aremeans� SEM (n¼ 5); ���� , P <0.0001.D, Total cleaved caspase-3þ apoptotic cell counts or cleaved caspase3þ/GL26-citþ cell counts (d)
were determined. Data are means � SEM (n ¼ 5; ���� , P < 0.0001). BMT, bumetanide; Veh, vehicle.
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of NKCC1 protein and GFAP protein in reactive astrocytes adjacent to
the peri-tumor regions of GL26-cit tumors (Fig. 5A–C). We then
assessed the morphologic features of GFAPþ reactive astrocytes of the

vehicle control tumors, including process length, number, and cell
volume, in three peri-tumor regions (layer 1–3; Supplementary
Fig. S4A–S4D). Nontumor normal cortical tissues of the vehicle

Figure 5.

Combining temozolomide (TMZ) therapy with pharmacologic inhibition of NKCC1 reduces tumor-associated reactive astrogliosis. A, Experimental protocol and
location of data collection. B, Representative immunostaining for GFAP and tNKCC1 protein expression in vehicle (VEH) control GL26-cit mice. C, Representative
immunostaining for GFAP expression in tumor core and three different layers of peri-tumor regions.D,Representative immunostaining for GFAP and tNKCC1 protein
expression in GL26-cit tumor core. Data aremeans� SEM (n¼ 7); ���� , P <0.0001. E,Representative immunostaining for GFAP and tNKCC1 protein expression in the
GL26-cit peri-tumor layer 3. Data are means � SEM (n ¼ 7; �� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001; ���� , P < 0.0001). BMT, bumetanide; i.p., intraperitoneal; Veh, vehicle.
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control mice were used for nonreactive astrocyte controls (Supple-
mentary Fig. S4A–S4D). GFAPþ astrocytes' volume, mean process
length, and number in nontumor normal tissues were low, which are
consistent with the literatures (22, 23). However, GFAPþ reactive
astrocytes in the peri-tumor layer 1 and 2 displayed highly ramified
morphology with increase in cell volume, mean process length, and
process numbers (Supplementary Fig. S4A–S4D). GFAPþ reactive
astrocytes in the peri-tumor layer 3 showed most significant reduction
of ramified morphology with smaller cell volume (P < 0.05) and
reduced process number, and slightly longer processes than layer 1
and 2 (P < 0.05; Supplementary Fig. S4A–S4D).

We next examined NKCC1 protein expression in association with
GFAPþ astrogliosis in response to different treatment regimens.
Temozolomide monotreatment significantly increased GFAPþ inten-
sity in the GL26-cit tumor core (P < 0.0001), which are accompanied
with upregulated NKCC1 expression in reactive astrocytes (P <
0.0001; Fig. 5D). GFAP expression in GL26-cit tumors was positively
correlated with NKCC1 protein expression in reactive astrocytes
(Pearson correlation coefficient r ¼ 0.977; P < 0.001). TþB combi-
nation therapy prevented upregulation of either GFAP or NKCC1
expression in reactive astrocytes in the GL26-cit tumor core (Fig. 5D).
In the peri-tumor layer 3, temozolomide significantly increased GFAP
protein expression (P < 0.01; Fig. 5E), but not accompanied with
upregulatedNKCC1 (P > 0.05; Fig. 5E). Bumetanidemonotherapy did
not affect GFAP or NKCC1 protein expression. However, the TþB
combinatorial therapy significantly downregulated both GFAP pro-
tein and NKCC1 protein expression in layer 3 of GL26-cit tumors (P <
0.05; Fig. 5E). No downregulation in protein expression of GFAP and
NKCC1was found in immunodeficient SB28-GFP tumors in response
to four different treatment (Supplementary Fig. S5). Moreover,
detailed quantification of changes of reactive astrocyte morphology
in the peri-tumor layer 3 in response to four different treatments in
GL26-cit mice are shown in Supplementary Fig. S4E–S4H. TþB
combination therapy significantly reduced GFAPþ astrocyte volume
(P < 0.05) and number of processes (P < 0.05), compared with three
single treatments (Supplementary Fig. S4E–S4H). Taken together,
these findings indicate that combining temozolomide with bumeta-
nide decreases reactive astrocyte formation both in the tumor core and
peri-tumor regions.

Combined temozolomide treatment with NKCC1 inhibition
upregulates GLT-1 and GLAST glutamate transporters in tumor-
associated reactive astrocytes

We then investigated the impact of the combinatorial therapy on
changes of GLT-1 and GLAST glutamate transporters in tumor-
associated reactive astrocytes. Temozolomide monotherapy did not
change astrocytic GLT-1 or GLAST immunoreactive intensity in
GL26-cit tumor core or in the peri-tumor layers (Fig. 6A and B;
Supplementary Fig. S6). However, inhibition of NKCC1 with
bumetanide increased astrocytic GLT-1 protein expression in
tumor core (P < 0.05; Fig. 6A and B) and upregulated GLAST
protein expression in the peri-tumor layer 3 (P < 0.001; Supple-
mentary Fig. S6). Interestingly, the combinatory therapy of TþB
further upregulated astrocytic GLT-1 and GLAST protein expres-
sion in both tumor core and peri-tumor layers (P < 0.001; Fig. 6A
and B; Supplementary Fig. S6). Our data strongly suggest that
NKCC1 blockade in combination with temozolomide treatment
restores glutamate uptake transporter expression in peri-tumor
astrocytes, which may reduce excitotoxicity and incidence of
tumor-related epilepsy by stimulating glutamate transporter–
mediated glutamate uptake.

Combining blockade of NKCC1 with temozolomide therapy
significantly increases survival of glioma-bearing animals

Finally, we assessed whether blockade of NKCC1 protein could
impact animal survival. A cohort of mice were randomly assigned for
the mono or combinatorial treatment regimens and monitored until
they reached the humane endpoint (Fig. 6C). In the case of one cycle
treatment regimen (Fig. 6D), the vehicle control group exhibited low
median survival period (� 35.5 days; Fig. 6D). Temozolomide mono-
therapy significantly increased median survival to approximately
49 days (P < 0.001), but NKCC1 inhibitor bumetanide therapy did
not have any effects (� 34 days; Fig. 6D). However, the one cycle TþB
combination therapy markedly enhanced median survival to approx-
imately 60 days (P < 0.01; Fig. 6D). In the case of three cycles of
temozolomide and two cycles of bumetanide treatment regimen, the
combinatorial therapy further extended the median survival to
approximately 66 days (P < 0.01) with approximately 30% mice
survived for 90 days after implantation (d.p.i.; Fig. 6D). The two
cycles of bumetanide monotherapy did not change the median sur-
vival, but approximately 30%mice also survived for 90 days (Fig. 6D).
Taken together, these findings suggest that combining NKCC1 block-
ade with temozolomide therapy improves temozolomide therapy in
elongating survival in a well-established mouse syngeneic glioma
model.

Discussion
SLC12A2 mRNA and NKCC1 protein expression in gliomas

A major cellular function of NKCC1 protein in normal cells is to
maintain Kþ and Cl� concentration and cell volume homeostasis (24).
New reports recently revealed abundant expression of NKCC1 protein
in various types of cancer cells, such as gastric cancer cells (25), prostate
cancer cells (26), lung adenocarcinoma cells (27), esophageal squa-
mous carcinoma cells (28), and brain tumor cells (29), which is
associated with tumor cell proliferation, migration, and invasion.
Garzon-Muvdi and colleagues characterized NKCC1 expression in
a tissue microarray containing grade II–IV tumors (grade II, n ¼ 20;
grade III, n ¼ 21; and grade IV, n ¼ 19), which showed that NKCC1
protein expression was significantly higher in grade IV and grade III
tissue samples, compared with grade II tumors (12). Clinical data
analysis of TCGA also showed that high levels of SLC12A2 mRNA
expression in tumor cells are associated with poor prognosis
outcome in patients with GBM as well as in patients with EGFR-
mutated adenocarcinoma (14, 27). In our study, analyzing SLC12A2
mRNA expression in different grade gliomas from two independent
datasets (CGGA and TCGA) show that grade II gliomas displayed
relatively higher levels of SLC12A2 mRNA expression than grade
IV. However, abundant NKCC1 protein expression was detected
in grade II–III/IV gliomas, revealing NKCC1 was abundantly
expressed in all glioma tissues. Considering discrepancies among
these different assessments (bioinformatic analysis, immunostain-
ing, and immunoblotting), and the small sample size of human
glioma tissues in our immunostaining and immunoblotting anal-
yses, future study with larger sample size of different grades of
human gliomas is needed to investigate correlations between
NKCC1 protein expression and clinical outcomes.

Effects of combination of temozolomide therapy with NKCC1
blockade on reducing tumor growth

In our experimental glioma models, we detected upregulated
NKCC1 protein expression in glioma in response to temozolomide
treatment. Temozolomide is known to trigger loss of intracellular
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Kþ, Cl�, and AVD, leading to apoptotic glioma cell death (16). In
this process, NKCC1 activity is stimulated through the Cl�/volume-
sensitive regulatory kinases WNK-mediated signaling pathway
counteracting ionic dysregulation and AVD in promoting cell
survival. Inhibition of temozolomide-induced upregulation of
NKCC1 activity with bumetanide can further facilitate loss of
intracellular Kþ, Cl�, and AVD, thus accelerating temozolomide-
mediated apoptosis in glioma (16). In this study, we detected
concurrent temozolomide-induced NKCC1 protein expression,
phosphor-stimulation of NKCC1 (elevated pNKCC1 expression),
and increased NKCC1-mediated Rbþ (Kþ) influx in glioma cells

in vitro and in vivo. Using the two syngeneic glioma mouse models,
we found that combination therapy T þ B reduced NKCC1 protein
expression, decreased tumor proliferation, enhanced temozolo-
mide-mediated apoptosis, and significantly reduced the tumor
volume. Our findings are consistent with recent reports that
NKCC1 plays an essential role in proliferation of cultured esoph-
ageal squamous cell carcinoma (28), gastric cancer cells (25), and
prostatic cancer cells (26) by accelerating cell-cycle progression,
such as G2–M-, G0–G1-state. These findings suggest that blockade
of NKCC1 activity plus temozolomide therapy presents a novel
therapeutic strategy for glioma.

Figure 6.

Combining temozolomide (TMZ) therapy with pharmacologic inhibition of NKCC1 upregulates GLT-1 glutamate transporter in tumor-associated reactive astrocytes
and increases GL26 glioma-bearing mouse survival. A, Representative immunostaining for GLT-1 protein expression in GL26-cit tumor core and peri-tumor layer 3.
B,Data aremeans� SEM (n¼ 4); � , P < 0.05; ��� , P < 0.001; ���� , P < 0.0001. C, Experimental protocol. Glioma cells were injected into the right striatum of C57BL6/J
mice. Starting 7 d.p.i., mice received vehicle PBS-DMSO, temozolomide (50 mg/kg/day, i.p.), bumetanide (BMT, 5 mg/kg, twice a day, i.p.), or TþB combination
treatments (50mg/kg/day, 5mg/kg twice a day, i.p.) for 5 days for one cycle or three cycles (with two additional 2-day temozolomide treatments).D,Kaplan–Meier
survival curve of GL26 tumor-bearing mice (each group n ¼ 5–7; �� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001). Veh, vehicle.
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Combination therapy reduced tumor-associated astrogliosis
and increased astrocytic glutamate transporter expression

Glioma cells stimulate normal astrocytes into tumor-associated
astrocytes via secretion of secretory proteins and extracellular vesi-
cles (30). Tumor-associated astrocytes are involved in tumor cell
proliferation, invasion, apoptosis evasion, immunoprotection, and
chemoprotection by releasing different cytokines, such as TGFb1,
IL6, and IL8 (31). During tumorigenesis, astrocytes undergo a number
of molecular, cellular, and functional changes such as hypertrophic
cytoplasmic process and upregulation of cytoskeletal protein GFAP to
form reactive astrocytes which is called astrogliosis (32–34). These
changes initially aim to aid repairing the healthy tissue and fight the
progression of tumor, however, the same mechanisms might as well
support tumor growth under the influence of glioma cells (31). In this
study, we found increased expression of GFAPþ cells in tumor core
and peri-tumor regions in response to temozolomide. Temozolomide
also upregulated NKCC1 protein expression in tumor-associated
GFAPþ reactive astrocytes in tumor core but not in the peri-tumor
regions. However, combining NKCC1 blockade with temozolomide
therapy prevented upregulation of astrocytic NKCC1 protein expres-
sion and concurrently suppressed tumor-associated reactive astro-
gliosis in GL26-cit tumor. These findings suggest that astrocytic
NKCC1 activation may be a potent mechanism in stimulating
tumor-associated astrogliosis.

Reactive astrocytes surrounding the tumor could be involved in
seizures (35), which is termed tumor-related epilepsy. Tumor-related
epilepsy is primarily found in LGGswith incidence ranged from60% to
100% (36) but the exact mechanism is unclear and likely to be
multifactorial and varied among different tumor types (37). Astrocytes
are responsible for the removal of extracellular glutamate through
glutamate transporters, including GLAST/EAAT1 and GLT-1/
EAAT2, driven by the electrochemical ion gradient such as Naþ, Kþ,
and Cl� (35). The GLT-1/EAAT2 is responsible for the reuptake of
more than 90% glutamate in the CNS (38). Growing evidence has
shown that downregulation of expression and function of astrocytic
GLAST/GLT-1 leads to high levels of extracellular glutamate and
excitotoxicity (39). Increased glutamate release and neuronal hyper-
excitability were detected in the peri-tumoral region, generating
seizure activity in glioma-bearing immunodeficient mouse mod-
el (37, 40). High levels of extracellular glutamate are also known to
increase glioma cell invasion, migration, and growth (41). NKCC1
protein expression in neurons has been suggested to play a role in
developing epilepsy or tumor-related epilepsy in glioma (36, 42, 43).
Our study showed increased NKCC1 protein expression in tumor-
associated reactive astrocytes. Temozolomide treatment further stim-
ulated astrocytic NKCC1 expression in glioma tumor core. Astrocytic
GLT-1/GLAST expression was significantly reduced in the tumor core
and peri-tumor regions of the vehicle or temozolomide-treated
GL26 glioma mice. However, NKCC1 blockade plus temozolomide
combinatorial therapy decreased astrocytic NKCC1 expression, but
restored astrocytic GLT-1/GLAST expression in both tumor core and

peri-tumor regions in GL26 glioma model. Recent report shows that
dysregulated astrocytic Cl� accumulation by NKCC1 impairs gluta-
mate transporter function and astrocytic volume regulation and
induces astrocytic swelling, perturbs normal synaptic transmis-
sion (44). These findings collectively suggest that inhibition of NKCC1
functionmay be a new strategy for therapeutic intervention for glioma-
associated epilepsy. However, the exact mechanisms for NKCC1
protein in regulating astrocytic GLT-1/GLAST expression are
unknown and warrant additional study.

In summary, we report here that temozolomide monotherapy
increases the expression of cytoprotective protein NKCC1 in glioma
cells and tumor-associated reactive astrocytes. Combining temozolo-
mide therapy withNKCC1 inhibitor enhances temozolomide-induced
glioma apoptosis and reduces proliferation and tumor growth. Com-
bining inhibition of NKCC1 with temozolomide also reduced tumor-
associated astrocyte formation, recovered astrocytic GLT-1/GLAST
glutamate transporter expression, and extended themedian survival in
the immunogenic GL26mouse gliomamodel (Supplementary Fig. S7).
Our findings suggest that NKCC1 protein plays multifaceted roles in
the pathogenesis of gliomas and presents as a therapeutic target for
reducing temozolomide-mediated resistance and tumor-associated
astrogliosis.
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